The new USRobotics® Courier® Modemulator™ and Cellular M2M Gateway is a drop-in cellular replacement for legacy analog systems that require peer-to-peer connectivity†. Emulating a dial-up modem allows equipment to seamlessly connect over a cellular network instead of over the PSTN in legacy M2M applications. Existing legacy hardware and software systems remain untouched when used with the Modemulator — providing extended product life and simplified cellular deployments. Compatibility with both the PSTN and packet switched data networks provides network flexibility that allows an open ended transition plan and eliminates the need for a system overhaul — saving both time and money. By providing a 2-in-1 device, analog customers can transition select sites to cellular in the most efficient and cost-effective way while utilizing the network that is right for the situation. USR's Modemulator & Cellular Gateway provides reliable, secure connections for mission critical M2M applications.

**Multiple Modes**
- Peer-to-Peer mode‡ provides true drop-in replacement
- Single ended mode for connecting with traditional TCP Client or Server
- Bypass mode for serial gateway operation
- Send commands to the remote Modemulator with remote command mode

**Simplified Conversion**
- No need to install middleware or upgrade legacy communications software that expects analog modem & PSTN
- With an optional serial modem, initiate and answer connections over the PSTN to sites with analog modems
- Support for a “mixed network” of both analog and cellular devices allows gradual modem replacement
- Unified interface and protocol for connecting both cellular and analog sites
- Continue to use the USR M2M Cellular Gateway after transition complete

**Modem Emulation**
- Compatible with common Hayes modem AT commands
- Generates modem result codes including RING, RINGING, CONNECT, NO CARRIER, NO DIALTONE, and BUSY
- Outbound and inbound calling
- Supports baud rates from 300 to 115.2k bps
- Peer-to-peer connections
- Stores up to 7,200 phone numbers/IP addresses
- Direct IP dialing

**Wireless**
- Cellular Gateway features include:
  - 3G UMTS or CDMA2000/UMTS *
  - 2G GSM or CDMA/GSM *
  - Configure locally with intuitive embedded GUI
  - Manage remote device’s software and configuration with USR Universe - a free cloud application
  - Secured internal SIM slot
  - Persistent connectivity and auto reboot and recovery

**Security & Reliability**
- Required private cellular network ensures continued secure connections
- Login banner and security warning banner
- Prompted password access
- Automatic CID password access

**Easy Setup**
- Fast implementation and deployment in analog based solutions
- Easy configuration using familiar AT commands in the CLI

**Advanced Features**
- Auto-switchover to an attached dial-up modem for PSTN connections

---

* Dual radio is not available on USR803520.
† Wireless Master Service, peer-to-peer routing, or device-to-device routing service is required for the peer-to-peer functionality.
The USRobotics® Courier® Modemulator and M2M Cellular Gateway provides LAN to WWAN routing and GPS functionality in a single device certified on all major 3G cellular networks (CDMA/ EVDO and WCDMA/HSPA+). An embedded serial port allows quick implementation for a wide variety of serial based systems already out in the field making it ideal for M2M Serial applications including remote maintenance and control, Point of Sale, monitoring, and automation. The Courier Cellular Gateway is simple to configure locally or remotely from your PC, tablet or smartphone with the cloud based management system allowing fast implementation — reducing customer costs significantly and lowering the entry barriers to a wide range of M2M solutions and an easier transition from analog to cellular. USRobotics’ Courier Modemulator & M2M Cellular Gateways continue to offer reliable, secure connections for mission critical applications — for both GSM and CDMA networks allowing more flexible and cost-effective global solutions.
USR3520, USR803520
Courier Modulator & M2M Cellular Gateway

Specifications & Standards

Physical
- 1 Main Antenna Connection: 50 Ohm SMA female (WWAN Main)
- 1 Diversity Antenna/GPS Connection: 50 Ohm SMA female (WWAN Div / GPS)
- 1 10/100 Mbps RJ45 Connector
- 1 Power connector: 4 pin Micro-Fit™ 3.0, dual row, 2 circuits
- 7 3-color LEDs showing system status and signal strength
- 1 reset switch
- 1 internal SIM slot (1.8V/3V) - USIM/SIM Class B and Class C
- DTE interface: 1 RS-232 DB9 Male connector
- DCE interface: 1 RS-232 DB9 Female connector
- 2 LEDs indicators: system connect status, operating mode
- 1 mode switch: Modemulator/Gateway

Serial Port Ratings
- Terminal Port RS-232C DCE: Auto-baud detection of 115200, 57600, 38400, 19200, 9600, 4800, 2400, 1200, and 300 bps
- Modern Port RS-232C DTE: 115200, 57600, 38400, 19200, 9600, 4800, 2400, 1200, and 300 bps

Power
- DC Power in 9.33 V DC
- Attached to 3G network, no Ethernet, 3G call @ 2100MHz (band I): 361mA**

Radio Technology & Frequency Bands
- 3G UMTS/HSDPA/HSUPA/HSAM: 800-850/900/1900/2100 MHz and AWS band (1700/2100MHz) (B1, B2, B4, B5, B6, B8)
- 2G GSM/GPRS/EDGE: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz
- CDMA 1xRTT/EV-DO revA/EV-DO revB (GTM689 only): 800/1900MHz (BC1, Bc1)

Max. connectivity speeds
- HSPA+: 14.4Mbps (Cat 10) down, 5.76 (Cat 6) up
- EV-DO RevA mode: 3.1Mbps FL / 1.8Mbps RL
- HSPA+: Rel 7 SW features CPC (DTX/DRX), Enhanced L2, EF-DPC1

GPS
- Assisted/Standalone GPS
  - Standalone GPS, Assisted GPS, gpsOneXTRA™
  - Wideband GPS processing (20MHz) for improved measurement accuracy

- Embedded Standalone GPS
  - Tracking sensitivity: -159 dBm
  - Cold start sensitivity: -145 dBm
  - Hot start sensitivity: -159 dBm
  - Open sky TTFD: cold start: 40 seconds
  - Open sky TTFD: super hot start: 1 second
  - Open sky accuracy: < 3M CEP -50
  - NMEA sentences: GGA, GSA, GSV, RMC, VTG

Security
- Modemulator
  - Connects over a secure private network
  - Support for 1 Administrator account and 9 User accounts
  - Password login
  - Auto-password login
  - Configurable security warning banner (up to 256 characters)
  - Configurable login banner (up to 64 characters)
- IPsec VPN
  - Encryption: 3DES, AES128, AES 256
  - Authentication: MD5, SHA1, SHA256
  - Key Groups: DH1, DH2, DH3, DH14
- Firewall
  - DMZ
  - Inbound Port Forwarding
  - Outbound Port Filtering
  - Outbound Trusted IPs

Minimum System Requirements
- Peripheral hardware: RS-232 serial analog modem with access to PSTN
- Cellular device-to-device routing (for peer-to-peer operation)
- Computer hardware/software:
  - Ethernet port/web browser (for Gateway set-up)
  - RS-232 DTE port/software (for Modemulator set-up)

Command-line Interface
- Compatible with common Hayes modem AT commands

Graphical User Interface
- HTML configuration is supported by most web browsers

Environmental
- Temperature conditions: Operating: -30 to 70° C, Non-Operating: -40 to 85° C
- Humidity operational: 5%-95% non-condensing

Regulatory & Approvals
- UL/CSA 60950-1
- ICES-003
- CE
- FCC Part 15 Class A
- RoHS Compliant
- REACH
- Network PTCRB
- Network GCF compliant

Carrier Approvals
- AT&T
- T-Mobile
- Sprint
- Telus
- US Cellular
- Verizon

Enclosure Type
- Industrial Grade Aluminum

Mounting
- 6 through holes for M4 bolts - 2 x 2 compatible with VESA Mount MIS-D 75 (optional standard DIN rail mounting interface)

Package Dimensions/Weight
- 8.5 x 5.5 x 2.5 in. (21.6 x 14.1 x 6.35 cm)
- 1.38 lb. (63 kg)

Product Dimensions/Weight
- 4.53 x 4.13 x 1.77 in. (11.5 x 10.5 x 4.5 cm)
- .77 lb. (35 kg)

Package Contents
- USRobotics Courier Modulator & M2M Cellular Gateway
- Two (2) 2db SMA Penta-band Antennas
- AC Power Supply (5 ft./1.5 m)
- Quick Start Guide

Product Numbers
- USR3520 - North America GSM/CDMA
- USR803520 - Europe GSM Only

Warranty
- Two-year limited manufacturer warranty from date of purchase

**All measurements at 12V DC
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